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Splintered Space: Hybrid Spaces and
Differential Mobility

JORDAN FRITH

Communication & English Departments, North Carolina State University, Raleigh, Virginia, USA

ABSTRACT Early theories of the internet imagined that individuals would begin living most
of their lives online, decreasing the importance of physical mobility and urban spaces. With
the development of internet-enabled mobile phones, these early predictions have been proven
false. The internet has not decreased the importance of physical mobility; instead, the digital
information of the internet has begun to merge with physical space, leading to new types of
hybrid spaces. These hybrid spaces are becoming increasingly common, and they may
change the way physical space is negotiated and understood. At this early juncture, however,
it is crucial to critically examine the development of hybrid spaces and how they may lead
to issues of exclusion and exacerbate issues of access. This essay takes a critical approach
to the development of hybrid spaces, arguing that what is often lost in discourses about
these new understandings of space are questions of who gets to experience this convergence
of the digital and the physical.

KEY WORDS: Mobile technologies; hybrid space; smartphones; mobility; access

Introduction

The most common theoretical approach to information communication technologies
addresses how they shift time-space relationships, often discussing how they over-
come both spatial and temporal constraints (Giddens, 1990; Virilio, 1997, 2000;
Castells, 2000). These approaches represent the tendency to focus so much on infor-
mational flows that we forget that for information to flow, it must flow through spe-
cific places. Much of the literature on access disparities falls into this trap,
examining how people who do not have access to digital technologies are left out
of the global networks of information and capital flows. No doubt they are, and as
Erikson (2005) says about Castells’ (2000) network society, the organising logic of
these new information networks is exclusion. But too often we become enamored
with how technology compresses space between two points, ignoring how they
change the perceptions of space at those two points. Focusing only on how unequal
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access excludes individuals from the global flows of information misses an
important point: with the rise of digital technologies, the less fortunate are also
being excluded from ways of understanding the places they inhabit.
To many internet theorists of the 1990s, it may have seemed strange to argue

that the digital divide has begun to exclude people from experiences of place. To
scholars such as Negroponte (1995) and Lèvy (1997), the digital spaces of the
internet were supposed to reduce the need to understand and traverse physical
spaces (Couclelis, 2007). Rather than living our lives in the corporeal world that
needs to be navigated and managed, we would transcend to a disembodied reality,
and the bits running through servers would replace feet walking the streets. While
we have seen the rise of the digital compete with physical spaces in some cases,
notably in the competition between brick and mortar stores and online shopping
sites, for the most part physical space has not become less important. People have
not all begun working from home, shopping from home, and socialising from
home. To contrast such claims, all one needs to do is head out on a metropolitan
highway during rush hour. At the beginning of the second decade of the twenty
first century, it is clear that these theorists who imagined the digital overcoming the
physical were wrong.
Rather than replace the physical, the digital has instead become part of the physi-

cal in many ways. Blogs, Wikipedia pages, restaurant review sites, and numerous
mapping applications provide information about local places (Hardey, 2007). These
sites exist as digital information on a screen, but they also relate information about
specific localities, often to people living in those localities. Now, with the rising
popularity of internet-enabled smartphones, it is even more apparent that the digital
spaces of the internet are interconnected with physical places. Smartphones are, in a
way, a refutation of the virtual reality movement of the 1990s that imagined reality
moving from the physical world to immersive virtual environments (McCullough,
2004; Hansen, 2006). The world of bits did not do away with the need for physical
mobility; instead, smartphones show that the spaces we move through and the digi-
tal information we interact with have merged.
The shift from sedentary to mobile internet access is not a minor point. When

mobility and digital information merge, the nature of the information changes. A
prominent example of this shift can be seen in the development of location based
services (LBSs). LBSs began to gain prominence with the release of the iPhone in
2007, and they take advantage of mobile phones’ internet connection and Global
Positioning Systems (GPS) technology. These services locate users in physical
space and provide information about that space. LBSs include a wide range of
applications, ranging from applications that map Wikipedia articles about users’ sur-
rounding space to Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs) that map the position
of the members of users’ social networks. As mobile individuals access digital
information that is mapped onto physical space, the nature of both the digital and
the physical change (Ishii, 1999). The information becomes a part of that space,
and the interface of the mobile device becomes a representation individuals use to
negotiate their interactions with physical space. As I argue below, the mobile inter-
face works as the screen through which the individuals may transform the city into
a new type of database city by reordering and mashing up different pieces of infor-
mation about the spaces they move through. de Souza e Silva (2006) argued that
these developments have led to a new type of hybrid space: ‘a conceptual space
created by the merging of borders between physical and digital spaces, because of
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the use of mobile technologies as social devices’ (de Souza e Silva, 2006, p. 264).
de Souza e Silva makes the point that hybrid spaces are created not only by new
technological capabilities. Rather, they are the merging of those capabilities (space
augmented by digital information), the mobility of the users, and the socially con-
structed nature of the digital information. These all combine to form the hybrid
space, and the widespread use of smartphones will be a key medium in the linking
of the physical and the digital. Despite de Souza e Silva’s argument that hybrid
spaces are not created by new technologies, without access to the right technolo-
gies, there is no access to the hybrid space. The space remains unchanged for the
millions of people for whom the additional digital information imbedded in the
physical space may as well not exist. In other words, people who move through
hybrid spaces penetrated with digital information have a qualitatively different expe-
rience of mobility than those who do not.
This article contributes to the existing body of literature on mobile computing in

Human-Computer-Interaction and Engineering (Dourish, 2001; Palen et al., 2001;
Greenfield, 2006), as well as the mobile computing literature in the social sciences
(de Souza e Silva, 2006; de Souza e Silva & Frith, 2010; Thrift, 2004) by arguing
that at this early stage in the development of hybrid spaces, issues of differential
mobility and exclusion must be critically examined. The adoption of more and more
advanced mobile technologies forces analyses of mobility to take into account that
differentiated forms of mobility include more than the differentiated ability to move
from one place to another; they must also include discussions of how people experi-
ence mobility and how access to different mobile technologies allow individuals to
exert more control over their mobile experience. By establishing the concept of the
personalised database city and drawing from both experimental art projects such as
Urban Tapestries and commercial services such as Foursquare, we will be better
able to conceptualise how these technologies may lead to insularity and exacerbate
issues of exclusion from mobile experiences. These examples support the article’s
main argument that we can already see how these new hybrid spaces are contribut-
ing to new forms of differential mobility, and as hybrid spaces continue to prolifer-
ate, we must pay close attention to who is being excluded from these new
experiences of space.

Differential Mobility

For most of the twentieth century, the social sciences were mired in what Jensen
(2009) calls ‘sedentary thinking’. Sedentary thinking emphasises structures, or
enclaves in Jensen’s terminology, over flows of movement. The dominant meaning
of place was thought to be located in its structures, whether institutional structures
or dwelling places such as the home. Sheller and Urry state that, ‘sedentarism treats
as normal stability, meaning and place, and treats as abnormal distance, change and
placelessness’ (2006, p. 208). Sedentarism dominated social scientific thought for
most of the twentieth century, but as is always true when discussing disciplinary
paradigms, there was a strand of thought that rebelled against its assumptions. Dele-
uze and Guattari (1987), tracing this strand of ‘nomad philosophy’ through Leibniz
to Spinoza and Nietzsche, became possibly the most influential of the late twentieth
century nomad philosophers. For Deleuze and Guattari, it is not the nodes in the
network that matter most, it is the paths people travel.
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Drawing from the works of Deleuze and Guattari (1977, 1987) and others,
Sheller and Urry (2006) proposed a new mobilities paradigm that focuses on issues
surrounding mobility. This new paradigm asks new questions about everyday life
and contrasts with traditional thought by focusing on the travel to and from the
sedentary enclaves that comprise the urban landscape (Jensen, 2009). One of the
most valuable aspects of this focus on mobility has been to show that mobility is a
resource distributed unequally among social groups. Much of this research has
focused on how certain groups are excluded from forms of mobility, whether
through legislative regulation (Massey, 1994, 2005; Lewis, 2006; Drakakis-Smith,
2007), or through modes of transportation (Graham & Marvin, 2001; Wood &
Graham, 2005; Hine, 2007). Many of us may live in an increasingly fluid world
marked by travel, both virtual and physical, but at the same time there are large
groups of people who still cannot find a bus to catch or do not have access to the
networks of information flows.
While focusing on the differential mobility present in contemporary society has

been productive (Graham & Marvin, 2001; Wood & Graham, 2005), Massey
(1994) reminds us that a simple equation of mobility with power is analytically mis-
leading. For many people, mobility is a reflection of the lack of power they have
over their lives. Take the woman forced to work in the suburbs who commutes over
an hour to work each way. She is certainly mobile, but that mobility is not a choice.
Or take the example Massey gives of displaced people forced to migrate for politi-
cal or economic reasons. They certainly have less power, less freedom, than the
man who lives in the gentrified part of downtown and walks to work. These exam-
ples clearly show that a blind equation of mobility with freedom will not do.
Maybe as important as actual movement (mobility), or the potential for move-

ment (motility), is how people move through space. Clearly there is a difference
between someone driving a car to work and someone who takes a city bus. Even if
the travel time is nearly equal, which it most likely is not, there is a qualitative dif-
ference in these two types of mobility. One is often more pleasant than the other,
depending on things like traffic and the quality of public transportation. This differ-
ence in the qualitative nature of mobility extends to more than modes of transporta-
tion. It extends to how much control individuals have over their experiences while
mobile. It is not just the ability to move, but the manner of movement, the way that
movement is experienced. Analyzing the ways people manage their experiences
with everyday mobility provides a productive avenue to examine the construction
of the city as a whole. As Jensen argues, ‘The meaning of place in the city is
constituted by the movement as much as by their morphological properties’ (2009,
p. 140). But that movement has obviously never been equal, and with the develop-
ment of new mobile technologies, the nature of that inequality may begin to funda-
mentally change. Those who have access to mobile technologies are able to
experience mobility in a qualitatively different way than those who do not. With
the spread of smartphone technologies, this divide will only widen as the technolog-
ical elite are able to occupy new forms of hybrid spaces.
Later in this paper, I will discuss the growth of hybrid spaces and how they pro-

vide individuals with increasing control over the space they move through; how-
ever, it first must be noted that individuals have used mobile technologies to
manage travel time for over two centuries. In the next section, I will briefly discuss
a pre-digital divide between those who could use the technology of the book to
recapture travel time and those who could not. The book gave readers power over
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how they managed their interactions and experiences while mobile. I will then
move on to auditory mobile technologies and discuss how those who had access to
mobile auditory technologies could aestheticise their experience of the city as they
occupied the intermezzo between two points. The goal is not to focus on who can
travel and who cannot but, instead, focus on the qualitative nature of that travel. If
place is truly constructed by movement, it is important to examine how that move-
ment is experienced.

Reading, Listening, Moving

With the growth of the city in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, city dwellers
were faced with nearly overwhelming amounts of sensory stimulation. For many
people who had moved from rural areas to the city, the streets of the metropolis
were the first time they were confronted by huge masses of strangers. These indi-
viduals had to develop a way to manage their experience with urban spaces, or else
they risked being overwhelmed by the totality of the space. Simmel (1950) claimed
that urban individuals developed what he called the blasé attitude, which served as
a sort of filter that allowed them to disengage from the multiplicity of activity
occurring on urban streets. According to Simmel, the metropolitan individual devel-
ops ‘an organ protecting him against the threatening currents and discrepancies of
his external environment which would uproot him’ (1950, p. 410).
While the formation of the blasé attitude allowed people to deal with crowded

spaces more on their own terms, people also used technology to accomplish the
same goal (de Souza e Silva & Frith, 2010). Not coincidentally, the development of
the book as a mobile technology was closely linked to the growth of mobility in
the nineteenth century (Manguel, 1997). In his work on the development of the rail-
way, Schivelbusch (1986) discusses how the experience of mobility for European
first class railway travelers was shaped by the book. Faced with trains that placed
passengers in eight person compartments, passengers turned to the book as a way
to avoid interacting with the strangers they shared the space with; however, the
prevalence of reading on the railway was exclusive to the first class railway cars.
He gives a number of reasons, ranging from the spatial design of lower class cars
to the lack of experience lower class travelers had with the carriage as a form of
travel. Lower class passengers occupied crowded, loud railway cars, and reading
would have been difficult. Also, these passengers likely were not as literate as the
passengers on the first class trains. The rich could escape the strangers on the rail-
way car by focusing on the narrative of the novel or a newspaper; the poor did not
have the option of that escape and had to engage with the stimulation and strangers
present in the railway car.
Over 150 years after the growth of the railway and railway literature, Sony released

the Walkman, a technology that reconfigured experiences of mobility. The Walkman
gave individuals the opportunity to personalise their auditory experience while mobile
(Hosokawa, 1984; du Gay et al., 1997; Bull, 2000, 2001, 2004). Listening to music
while walking through the streets or sitting on the subway allowed for a different
experience of shared spaces, and a different relationship to the mobility of everyday
life. Bull argues that Walkman users ‘successfully prioritize their own experience, per-
sonally, interpersonally and geographically’ (2000, p. 9). The prioritisation of the
auditory relationship with city streets or subway cars gave Walkman users an
increased control over their experience of space. By imparting a personalised
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soundscape on the spaces they moved through, Walkman users were able to white-
wash the sounds of the urban area, which follows a greater trend to mask some of the
unpleasantness of urban spaces. Lefebvre (1991) discusses how modern cities have
undergone ‘immense deodorising campaigns’ to blot out natural smells. The differ-
ence between the deodorising campaigns and the Walkman user was that the white-
washing of the unpleasant smells of urban space was the same for everyone who
shared that space; the people who did not have Walkmans were still subjected to the
unpleasant sounds of the city. The same is now still true for the iPod. Those who own
and use the technology experience mobility in a qualitatively different way. Their
movement is personalised, syncopated to the rhythms of their choosing.
Travel has also become more productive with the growth of information commu-

nication technologies. Train passengers are now able to stay connected to work and
friends while mobile through the use of laptops and cell phones (Lyons & Urry,
2005; Berry & Hamilton, 2010). Travel time has traditionally been conceptualised
as ‘dead’ time that is lost in the passage between two points (Green, 2002), but
with the development of mobile communication technologies, that time has become
productive. Lyons and Urry hypothesise that:

The boundaries between travel time and activity time are increasingly blurred.
Specifically, many people are using travel time itself to undertake activities.
The cost to the individual of travel time is reduced as travel time is converted
into activity time. (Lyons & Urry, 2005, p. 263)

As the earlier discussion of the book and the Walkman shows, travel time could be
made more productive before the growth of laptops and cell phones. With laptops
and cell phones, however, travel time could be made economically and socially
productive in new ways. Perry et al. (2001) call the information technologies that
reconfigure relationships between time and mobility ‘Lazarus devices.’ Just as
Lazarus rose from the dead, these mobile technologies ‘“resurrect” mobile time that
would have previously been considered “dead”’ (Green, 2002, p. 289). Cell phones,
for example, allow individuals to maintain contact with distant others while mobile,
leading to new types of sociability that have been labeled with terms such as teleco-
cooning (Habuchi, 2005), selective sociality (Matsuda, 2005), connected presence
(Licoppe, 2004), and micro-coordination (Ling & Yttri, 2002; Ling, 2004, 2008).
But the idea that mobile devices ‘resurrect’ dead time has a rather troubling impli-
cation: for mobile individuals who do not have access to these technologies, their
time remains dead. We now have two tiers of travel even for people who share the
same subway car. For one, their time is economically or socially productive. For
the other time is lost, and travel time may remain barren and wasted.1

These examples show that mobility is not just a matter of examining access to
transportation, modes of transportation, or travel time. Mobility is also differentiated
by the experience of travel even as individuals share the same space, and with the
adoption of internet-enabled mobile phones, that differentiation may be increasing.
The divide between those who have access to smartphones and those who do not
may have more serious social implications than were present with these earlier
mobile technologies. In the following section, I examine how the growth of hybrid
spaces may bring the digital divide so present with the internet into physical spaces.
Hybrid spaces allow for new relationships to mobility, but these relationships raise
serious questions about who has access to the necessary technologies.
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0’s, 1’s and City Streets

Differential mobility is nothing new. From the first time one person carried another,
there have been differences in the ways mobility was experienced (Wood &
Graham, 2005). In the information age, those differences have become more
pronounced. In their book Splintering Urbanism, Graham and Marvin (2001) high-
light the many ways the infrastructure of urban areas have splintered access to ser-
vices and mobility. New infrastructural developments, including paid fast-lanes and
privatised skywalks, restrict access to infrastructure and places. In the chapter of
their book devoted to the internet, the authors discuss how differential internet
access has also splintered urban areas. They argue that those with high speed inter-
net access cocoon themselves in their homes and communicate through the screens
of their computers. Because they can communicate at a distance, they can avoid the
pitfalls of urban life and stay comfortable through the virtual mobility of an internet
connection.
Splintering Urbanism was published in 2001 and echoes the 1990s discourse

about how the internet would decrease the importance of physical mobility. While
their analysis was appropriate for the time it was written, it may not be as
appropriate now. In the last decade, the internet has become mobile and moved into
physical spaces where there is a push to develop ‘smart’ infrastructure and map dig-
ital information. Some individuals do undoubtedly use the internet to avoid travel,
but it is unlikely that physical travel has decreased significantly (Couclelis, 2007).
Instead, the internet has become tied to physical mobility in new ways, leading to a
new form of splintered urbanism: the divide between those who have access to
hybrid spaces and those who do not.
Despite de Souza e Silva’s (2006) point that hybrid spaces are not created through

technology, the technology is a necessary component of the hybrid space. The devel-
opment of hybrid spaces is part of what has been called the ubiquitous computing
paradigm, first formulated by Xerox Parc scientist Mark Weiser. Ubiquitous comput-
ing is a post-desktop model of computing that brings networked computing power to
everyday things and activities, directly contrasting the desktop paradigm that imag-
ined that individuals could become increasingly sedentary while living their lives in
cyberspace. Instead, computing leaves the desktop and moves out into the lived
spaces of the city (Dourish, 2001; Thrift, 2004; Greenfield, 2006; Hannam et al.,
2006). The traditional division between digital and physical becomes blurred because
the spaces of the city become increasingly networked and infused with digital infor-
mation. As Thrift says, “Through open internet access, the computing environment
will be able to run continuously. . . Computing will be a constant” (2004, p. 183).
But the question needs to be asked: computing will be a constant, but for whom?
In this section, I highlight different ways that internet-enabled phones are leading

to new forms of splintered urbanism. Many of the services discussed in the follow-
ing sections are undoubtedly useful, and some of these examples were designed with
progressive goals in mind. It is not productive to denounce smartphone users or
blindly criticise the development of hybrid spaces. No technology is universally
accessible, especially when it is first released. Print media were technologies of the
elite until literacy in Western countries began to approach 100%. The internet, while
certainly not accessible to everyone, also has been highlighted for its democratic
potential (Negroponte, 1995; Castells, 2009). Smartphones will likely follow the
same trajectory, and criticising them as inherently atomising would be to fall into the
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worst kind of technological determinism. These spaces are what we make them, and
they do not have to serve commercial interests. As the Urban Tapestries example
discussed below shows, they can also provide new ways to construct urban identity.
The fact remains, however, that these spaces are only accessible to the less than 20%
of the population of industrialised nations who own smartphones. At this stage in the
development of these technologies, it is important to critically examine how hybrid
spaces may lead to new types of sociability and exclusion in urban spaces.

The Database and the Personalised City

In the later decades of the twentieth century, the development of Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) showed that information became more valuable and use-
ful it if it could be located in geographical space and mapped (Pickles, 1995;
McCullough, 2004). The GIS industry was based on this premise, and in the last
decade, these systems have become more accessible and usable. New Web 2.0 map-
ping technologies have made it easier for individuals and software developers to
include geographical coordinates in all types of data and manipulate those data on
digital maps (Haklay et al., 2006; Miller, 2006). Everything from photos on ser-
vices like Flickr to messages on Twitter now include longitude and latitude coordi-
nates that make it possible to map their point of origination. Other services, such as
Location Based Social Networks (LBSNs), map the location of the members of
users’ social networks. Smartphones have been instrumental in the push to locate
everything, and many smartphone applications use geolocated data to provide infor-
mation about surrounding space.
The proliferation of geolocated data serves multiple purposes, but one of the

major functions is to make urban space seem more legible and understandable. By
allowing users to choose myriad ways to map information about their surrounding
space, LBSs imply control over the information present in that space. Users can
personalise maps of the places they pass through, imparting everything from
Wikipedia pages about surrounding buildings to personal, geotagged messages left
by friends. According to Brewer and Dourish (2008), one of the functions of
networked mobile technologies is to increase the ‘legibility of spaces and actions –
how it is they can be read and understood as conveying particular sorts of
messages’ (2008, p. 971). The personalising tendencies of LBSs allow users to
determine the types of legibility they want to represent. They can access local
tweets, gas prices, Thai restaurants, or the best routes for travel. They can, in a
sense, read the space through the mapping technologies of their smartphones, and
the representations are constructed by their preferences and personal choices.
Legibility was built into the urban spaces of cities long before the adoption of

smartphones. As Lefebvre points out, urban planners desire to make cities seem
readable in a quest for ‘formal-functional transparency’ (1991, p. 145). By making
the signs and symbols comprising urban space accessible to inhabitants, the city
gives the impression that it is functional and free of ideology. But Lefebvre
denounces the supposed intelligibility built into urban spaces, saying that ‘the
impression of intelligibility conceals far more than it reveals’ (1991, p. 145). We
should fear the spaces we think of as most transparent because it is precisely that
illusion of transparency that conceals hidden agendas and political aims. LBSs
increase the perception of the intelligibility of urban spaces by implying that the
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information mapped by these services give a true representation of the information
present in that space. However, just as the functionalism-formalism built into sup-
posedly intelligible space conceals ideology, so does the functionalism of smart-
phone applications. These applications allow users to choose the information to
display about the spaces they travel through, but that is far from a value neutral
action. Rather, the personalisation of mobile mapping technologies is part of the
push towards customisation and personalisation that defines late capitalist produc-
tion, seen most notably in the digital spaces of the internet (Beer, 2009). Just as the
internet allows users to personalise their information seeking activity while online,
constructing personalised profiles and personalised preferences, LBSs allow users to
personalise information seeking and the ordering of experience while moving
through physical space.
The personalisation offered by these services introduces an interesting paradox.

Pickles, discussing the historical development of mapping practices, writes that
‘The result was an ambiguous form of state cartography producing maps for pop-
ular consumption; state cartography democratised access to spatial information,
but it did so by prioritising the interests of the military, the state and private
property in its selection of objects to map and the symbolization to use’ (2004,
p. 13). The mapping capabilities on smartphones invert this relationship. The state
no longer completely controls what information appears on the map. People create
their own maps by choosing from layers of spatialised information, though of
course their choices are limited. While the construction of the semiological system
of the map is democratised by these personalised mapping practices, the access to
the map becomes individualised and personal. No two people will see the same
map when using a LBSN; no two people will display the same information about
saved routes and short-cuts using wayfinding LBSs. While these maps do not
completely re-imagine the state produced cartographic representation of the city,
they do allow for increased control over that representation, at least for people
who have access to the right services. They can manipulate the map of their
surrounding space, accessing information available only to people with the right
technologies.
Like most information found online, the information used to manipulate these

maps and services is drawn from databases. Manovich (2002) argues that the way
meaning is constructed has moved from narratives to databases. Each web page is
drawn from a database as soon as the user links to the page, often combining differ-
ent factors (such as the user’s browser and search history) to construct the web
page. Gordon (2010) argues that the development of urban spaces in the US has
reflected this change in the way meaning is constructed. Gordon uses the examples
of the Hollywood and Highland developments in Los Angeles to show how newly
built touristic places are what he calls database cities that are built to allow inhabit-
ants to construct their own narratives from the information built into the space. In
other words, these spaces are built as a database, waiting for users to activate pieces
of information and personalise their narrative of the city.
The database city has developed in concord with what Gordon (2010) calls

digital possessives, which he defines in two parts:

It [the digital possessive] is the transformation of relation into observable and
lasting objects: in digital networks, relations are material. And it is the
ordering of those objects within personal interfaces. (Gordon, 2010, p. 182)
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The digital possessive can be seen most obviously in the growth of possessive pro-
nouns online: ‘my’ Facebook page, ‘my’ Amazon profile, ‘my’ search preferences.
With digital possessives, people ‘can obtain greater control in ordering the data of
people and places with which they come into contact’ (Gordon, 2010, p. 163).
These sites allow users to materialise their subjectivity and also give them some
semblance of control over the vast expanses of the internet. Just as Simmel’s early
twentieth century urbanites developed a blasé attitude to carve out their space in
the chaos of city streets, internet users construct personalised preferences as a form
of control over digital spaces.
Gordon (2010) confines his discussion mostly to specific instances of the data-

base city (Hollywood and Highland) and the construction of online spaces. How-
ever, with the rise of hybrid spaces, I argue that the city as a whole becomes both a
database city and a digital possessive by allowing individuals to exert increased
control and personalisation over the information they access while moving through
the city, and that the search for ways of ordering experiences of the urban goes
back much further than contemporary urban developments in Los Angeles. In his
writings on Mexico City, Garcia Canclini (2001) claims that urban space has
become fractured through multicultural conflict and architectural signs that exhibit
no cohesive history. He compares the city to one of the dominant media of his time:
‘As in the videos, the city has been created by plundering images from everywhere,
in any order whatsoever’ (Canclini, 2001, p. 85). The plundering of signifiers from
different styles has led to a decline in metanarratives, and individuals now must
construct meaning from the streets of the city because it lacks the forced narrative
of coherent structure. Dickinson (1997), writing about Old Pasadena, claims indi-
viduals do the same through a rhetoric of walking that exposes the database like
nature of the street and forces individuals to match up experiences and meanings
because the supposed coherence of the street is exposed as incoherent layering. It is
this urge for control over the signifiers present in all spaces, an urge to order them
and personalise them, that links smartphones to the idea of the database city.
Through the interface of the mobile device connected to a diverse set of databases,
the individual is able to exert control over signifiers and construct a semi-narrative
out of the fractured city streets. As MacCannell (1999) argues, we always search
for ways to piece together the fractured nature of the Modern experience; turning
the city into a database to be reordered and read from a personal screen might be
the newest method to piece together the discontinuity of the contemporary city.
The experience of the city as a representation through the mobile screen is also

more personal than the typical experience of a crowded urban area. The map on the
interface of my mobile phone is ‘my’ map; it displays the information I choose to
display; it maps the location of ‘my’ friends; ‘my’ favorite restaurants; and ‘my’
preferences. So for these users, the places they inhabit become semiological systems
consisting of their preferences. There is no need to recognise the restaurant around
the corner if it does not match one’s preferences. Compare this development with
how Gordon discusses the database city of Hollywood: ‘In the database city, the
user is not lost to an avalanche of signifiers; she is given the authority, motivation,
and framework to filter them’ (Gordon, 2010, p. 199). With the growth of LBSs,
there is no reason that statement need be confined to specific American urban areas.
In a hybrid space, individuals no longer face an ‘avalanche of signifiers’; instead,
they draw the information they need from the databases supporting these services.
Information not in the database need not exist.
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As huge web companies like Google and Facebook have shown, anytime a
database contains personal information, concerns about privacy must be acknowl-
edged. With LBSs, the issues of privacy become even more pronounced because
individuals share their location with services when they access place-specific
information (Perusco & Michael, 2007; Zhong et al., 2007; Blumberg & Eckers-
ley, 2009; de Souza e Silva & Frith, 2010). Websites like PleaseRobMe and
ICanStalkYou show that privacy issues are especially serious when people share
their location with members of their social networks. As Beer (2009) shows,
with the development of newer, better algorithms by services like Google, Face-
book, and Pandora, what individuals gain in convenience they often lose in pri-
vacy. We can expect to see the same with LBSs that add valuable location data
to the data collected from each user. Because of these privacy concerns, some
will undoubtedly decide that the personalisation and control gained through new
hybrid spaces will not be worth the information they are forced to give up.
Despite these concerns, however, more and more services are being built for
new smartphones, and analysts expect adoption rates to continue to increase
(Entner, 2010).
What this means for urban sociability and planning remains to be seen. It is

likely that as hybrid spaces continue to develop, urban planners and architects will
design places with a consideration of the merging of physical and digital informa-
tion (McCullough, 2004; Greenfield, 2006). The problem is that the databases this
information is drawn from are only available to those who have the right mobile
devices. For those who do not, the geolocated information may as well not exist.
They have no access to the recent traffic update, the geotagged note describing the
history of a place, the geolocative cafe coupon, or a geotagged restaurant sugges-
tion. This may seem like a minor loss, but many of these geotagged pieces of infor-
mation allow for enhanced mobility in public spaces and an enhanced ability to
control the information one accesses while mobile. As smartphones become more
widespread, it is likely that more information traditionally found in analog form
(signs, coupons and so forth) will become digital and geolocated, raising the specter
of a two-tiered system of access on the streets of the city.

Insularity and Control

What frightens people about cities is also what makes them great: they are sites of
unexpected encounters, encounters we cannot always control. It was this constant
contact with strangers that sociologists such as Simmel (1950) and Goffman (1963,
1990) saw as one of the defining aspects of urban life. Modern cities, however, are
often built to decrease the chance of random contact. Skywalks and underground
private ‘streets’ are designed to keep strangers out, homogenising the places people
pass through. The growth of city infrastructure supporting automobility accom-
plishes much the same thing, allowing people to move from node to node without
having to socialise while traversing the paths of the city. In a more egregious exam-
ple, supermarkets in the UK have experimented with models where the prices of
groceries are different depending on the time of day. Rich people who do not want
to share a supermarket aisle with the less fortunate can choose to pay more for that
privilege. The heterogeneity of the city may be what makes it exciting, but it is also
what many modern planners work hard to overcome.
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Location based social networks (LBSNs), such as Fousquare, Loopt, Brightkite,
GoWalla and Latitude, are designed to overcome randomness and chaos. LBSNs
allow users to map the location of members of their social network while they
move through the streets of the city. These applications use GPS to locate users in
physical space, and those users share their location with their friends. LBSNs work
like Facebook, except brought into physical space through the interface of mobile
phones. These are distinctly urban applications that construct hybrid spaces
designed to control the randomness of the city by letting users know at all times
where their friends are and who may be nearby (Humphreys, 2010).
Urban spaces should be places of encounters. Massey (2005) says that we can per-

haps best think of the dynamism of space as the intersection of heterogenous ele-
ments; maybe we can best conceptualise the city the same way. The streets of the
city, the public places of the city, are places where heterogenous elements intersect.
Richard Sennett (1977) calls this intersection of elements public life, and it is the
disintegration of the public life of the city he outlines in his book The Fall of Public
Man. Sennett writes that ‘A city ought to be a school for learning how to lead a cen-
tered life. Through exposure to others, we might learn how to weigh what is impor-
tant and what is not’ (1992, p. xiii). The public life of the city, however, has been on
the decline for decades. Sennett traces this decline to the growth of individuality and
argues that private life has invaded public life. With the primacy of the individual in
modern life, city dwellers expect to interact with others in terms of their private
lives. In private life, ties are strong ties; it is public life where weak ties are fash-
ioned and where horizons are expanded. When we lose our weak ties by creating
insular communities defined by strong ties, we lose the ‘codes of impersonal
meaning’ that had long defined interactions in urban places (Sennett, 1977, p. 5).
One of the factors affecting the decline of public life is the growth of insular

community. Whereas many scholars view community in idealistic terms (Rheingold,
1993; Putnam, 2000; Parker, 2006), Sennett (1977) argues that cities have been
built to encourage the insularity of community, decreasing the intermixing of
heterogenous elements (see also Jacobs, 1961). He sees insular community much as
Harvey (1996) sees place: as an often reactionary construction designed to exclude
difference.
In the three decades after Sennett wrote The Fall of Public Man, much changed

about the way community is constructed. In his most biting analysis of community –
a discussion of the Forest Hills community in New York – Sennett conflates commu-
nity with neighborhood. The community he criticises is comprised of similar individ-
uals who are geographically proximate. With the proliferation of the internet and
mobile phones, people are more able to construct communities that do not rely on
physical proximity (Rheingold, 1993; Hampton & Wellman, 2001; Wellman, 2001,
2002). Instead, what Sennett calls community may be best reformulated as a social
network. Discussing the shift from community to social networks, Wellman (2002)
argues that we have moved from groups defined by local community to what he calls
networked individualism. With networked individualism, social networks begin to
dominate over groups. Sociality becomes less place dependent, and one is no longer
defined as much by community associations; instead, people are often defined by
their personal social network, which is now ‘sparsely knit, linking individuals with
little regard to space’ (Wellman, 2002, p. 1). Wellman’s argument that we have
moved completely from community is overstated. Scholars have made the argument
that participation in local community is on a steep decline (Putnam, 2000), but many
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people still maintain close ties with their neighbors and other people nearby, and
social networks rarely exist with ‘little regard to space’ (Larsen et al., 2006). The
main point of Wellman’s argument does ring true, however. People are no longer
forced to socialise mainly with people who live in the same community. They are
now able to maintain relationships at a distance and construct a personalised social
network not as reliant on proximity.
LBSNs complicate the relationship between traditional community and networked

individualism. They cannot be equated directly with the idea of community as
neighborhood because they are based on mobility, but they also do not fit comfort-
ably within Wellman’s (2002) discussion of networked individualism. Whereas
online social networks are not place dependent and many people have Facebook
friends who are not geographically close, LBSNs are based on physical proximity.
The hybrid spaces these services create merge the physical streets of the city with
digital information that includes friends’ location and the messages friends embed
with geolocative metadata. In other words, the services only work well if friends
are nearby. The most productive way to theorise how LBSNs may affect sociability
and exclusion in the streets of the city is to combine the idea of geographically
bounded community and the lessened place dependence of networked individual-
ism. LBSNs do rely greatly on place, but unlike with neighborhoods, the network
moves with each member (de Souza e Silva & Frith, 2010). They also represent the
dominance of social networks over community because they are distinctly individu-
alised.
The issues of exclusion are important to consider. Sennett (1977, 1992) argues

that sociability between strangers has decreased because of the growth of individu-
alism and private life. LBSNs allow users to map their private lives, to visualise the
location of their strong ties and meet up with those who may be nearby. The pur-
pose of LBSNs is to lead to serendipitous connections between friends at the
expense of connections between strangers. Those who are not members of an indi-
vidual’s social network simply do not appear on the map; they are excluded from
the network and, in a way, excluded from the user’s perception of the place. By not
having access to these applications, the space remains unchanged for most people;
for those who do use the applications, as they move through the city it begins to
resemble the controlled sociability of a Facebook profile (Humphreys, 2010). Here
we see elements of mobility added to what Sennett criticises about community.
Strong ties become stronger as they are visualised on a map, meaning that as long
as someone familiar is nearby, there is no need to associate with strangers. The
space becomes personal, but only personal for those who have access to the right
services. Everyone else is left out of the network, with no way to get in.

Geotagging: The Writing’s on the Wall

Long before the development of commercialised LBSs, artists were taking advan-
tage of location aware capabilities. The new art form that emerged has often been
referred to as locative media art (Tuters & Varnellis, 2006). Locative media artists
have used location awareness for different purposes, including mapping individuals’
movement on a virtual map (Amsterdam Real Time), the tracking of milk as it
travels from nation to nation in the global economy (MILKproject), and the
exposure of issues of trust in interpersonal relationships (Uncle Roy All Around
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You; The Familiar Stranger). Many of these art projects use location awareness for
progressive purposes, attempting to re-imagine the ways individuals interact with
urban spaces.
One of the notable locative media art projects was the Urban Tapestries project

developed by the cultural think tank Proboscis (Angus, 2003; Silverstone & Sujon,
2005). The goal of Urban Tapestries was to ‘collect the largely invisible pathways
left by urban occupants in order to better understand the identities and specificities
of place’ (Silverstone & Sujon, 2005, p. 6). Urban Tapestries accomplished that
goal by equipping users with location aware mobile devices and asking them to
annotate city space. They recorded audio or textual stories of experiences they had
in those spaces, and other users could then access those narratives as they moved
through the streets. Urban Tapestries created representations of what Lefebvre
(1991) calls the ‘everyday life’ that socially produces space. Users could socially
annotate urban spaces, changing the way they were perceived by people who
accessed those annotations. Other locative media art projects, such as Blast The-
ory’s Rider Spoke, sought to do much the same thing by allowing people to geotag
their stories about the out of the way places of the city.
Early forms of social annotation art projects were limited by technological capa-

bilities and often relied on cellular triangulation to determine users’ location. With
the increasing market penetration of smartphones and the developments of LBSs,
many of the technological constraints have been overcome. The basic principles
driving social annotation projects have been adapted by commercial services and
made available to anyone who owns a smartphone. Smartphone users can now
leave notes pinned to specific places using a wide array of services. Now that these
applications are widely available, it is important to consider the issues of just who
gets to tell the story of a place.
As Urban Tapestries and Rider Spoke show, the social annotation of urban spaces

has the potential to subvert the dominant narratives of the city and allow for a more
tactical, in De Certau’s sense of the word, approach to spatial narratives; however,
there are issues of access that remain unexamined in many locative media projects.
In one of the earliest pieces written about the future of locative media, Russel
(2001) addresses how social annotation can lead to new experiences of urban space.
He writes that:

there are notes in boxes that are empty

every room has an accessible history

every place has emotional attachments you can open and save

you can search for sadness in New York (Russel, 2001, p. 3)

Every room may someday have an accessible history, but it is a history accessible
to a select few. One person may walk by a street corner and access an audio record-
ing or a video about that place, even as the person she walks next to does not even
realise she is missing something. On a more mundane level, many LBSs are built
on a model that thrives on user-generated reviews about specific places. When other
users log into the place or search for the place, they are able to scroll through
reviews and suggestions. These uses are obviously more mundane than a complete
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reimagining of local connections to the city, but they still represent an occasionally
important, useful source of information. For those with smartphones, their experi-
ence of the city is augmented; for others, the city remains the same. For now at
least, geotagging works in a similar fashion to public graffiti – if spray paint
required a monthly data plan.

A Forward Facing Conclusion

This article began by arguing that smartphone adoption may be linking the digital
divide to differential mobility in new ways. Throughout this article, I have alluded
to ways that divide may be felt with the construction of new forms of hybrid
spaces. At this early stage in the development of new LBSs and in a period where
the move towards a full pervasive computing environment is only beginning to be
felt, we can point to concrete consequences of existing exclusion from hybrid space
and also suggest possible consequences to the path we appear to be heading down.
In this concluding section, I will begin by highlighting a few areas where, even at
this early stage, the inability to access the correct services have begun to limit
opportunities. I will then move to a suggestive discussion of the future with the
hope that pointing to problems as they arise will start a serious discussion about the
types of environments we are building.
Throughout this paper, the examples of hybrid spaces, whether something as sim-

ple as accessing a place-specific Wikipedia layer on Google Maps or the chance to
access personal narratives of a neighborhood through a project like Urban Tapes-
tries, suggest new ways of knowing place. By bringing the searchability of the
internet into the information contained in physical places, hybrid spaces afford new
ways of organising and filtering experience, transforming the physical city into a
database city of sorts, ready to be reordered and personalised. The hybrid space is
more malleable than physical space because information can be filtered through the
interface of the mobile devices. Hybrid spaces also afford opportunities only avail-
able to smartphone users. Through marketing services, individuals can sign up for
locative advertising offers they receive as they move past a place of interest. Other
applications like Foursquare and GoWalla provide information about places through
user-generated messages that are only available if one has the right phone. There
are also the issues of exclusion of a more social type, which were discussed above
in reference to LBSNs.
There are also power issues at play here that come into clear focus when the con-

ceptualisation of mobility moves past equating mobility with power and, instead,
takes into account how that mobility is experienced. For the experienced smart-
phone user, the city becomes a site to be controlled through the interface of the
mobile phone. That control can take many forms, including turning the streets of
the city into a more familiar space filled with likeminded individuals (Humphreys,
2010), or accessing information that is only present in digital form. The ability to
exert this control in hybrid spaces is different from the types of control we can typi-
cally exert over our experience of physical space. For example, signs that were part
of the physical landscape can now be personalised whether in the form of
directions, advertisements, or historical markers.
As hybrid spaces continue to develop, the issues raised in this article are likely to

become more serious than an inability to access special offers or geolocated
messages. The growth of mobile computing will likely affect most aspects of our
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everyday lives, which after all, is the ultimate goal of the ubiquitous computing
paradigm. Objects will increasingly be linked to each other through a wireless con-
nection and, according to some models, the mobile phone will become the hub for
all these connections because it is always carried on the person (Golding, 2005).
While there has been valuable literature written on the design of pervasive environ-
ments (Dourish, 2001; McCullough, 2004; Dourish & Bell, 2007), little has been
written on the social implications once these environments are designed.
Designers have already suggested that the mobile phone will someday become an

all-in-one device, existing as your credit card, your pass into a building, your personal
identification (Golding, 2005). For the phone to work as such, it must be internet-
enabled and networked. As the environment is built with considerations of hybrid
spaces, people who cannot control the pervasive environment will have their opportu-
nities increasingly constrained. We can see this with something as mundane as a sys-
tem that allows people with the right phones to control the music in a bar (Mahato
et al., 2008), and it is far too easy to imagine much more worrisome applications.
Greenfield, discussing the growth of ubiquitous computing environments, argues

that, ‘the infrastructure that gets us these amenities also lends itself to repression,
exclusion, and reinscription of class and other sorts of privilege’ (2006, p. 259).
The beginning of these forms of privilege already exist in mundane forms with
exclusive offers through services like Foursquare, available only to the 2 million or
so mostly technologically savvy Foursquare users. It is also possible to imagine that
the goal of Urban Tapestries – to allow people who previously had no voice to tell
the story of place – can be inverted through a commercial system that only wel-
comes the stories of certain types of individuals with access to the right mobile
technologies and the right networks.
Issues of access and exclusion will be closely tied to future studies that explore

the forms of differential mobility suggested in this article. Physical mobility will be
affected by the virtual mobility afforded by smartphone technology. Hybrid spaces
will affect the way we perceive the spaces we move through, and the spread of
hybrid spaces raises the specter of a two-tiered system of city travel: one group will
move through malleable, personalised, digitally infused streets, and the other group
will move through streets that remain as impersonal as ever. As Deleuze and
Guattari stated, ‘the life of the nomad is the intermezzo’ (1987, p. 380). But not all
nomads, and certainly not all intermezzos, are created equal.

Note

1. There is a certain ideological bent to some writings on travel time. For many people, of course,
travel time is not lost just because it is ‘unproductive’ in the economic or social sense. The time
may be spent lost in thought, talking to strangers, or sleeping. Some individuals consciously
choose not to fill their travel time with media use, just as many people will choose not to pur-
chase smartphones.
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